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Welcome to 11th grade Advanced Placement English Language and

Composition . AP Lang and Comp is a college-level language course that

focuses heavily on non-fiction texts and the art of rhetoric . The course

combines social sciences , history , current events , as well as the rhetoric

of politics , advertising , news , speeches , debate and more ; yet , we will

integrate novels where necessary to support thematic developments .

You ’ll find this course unique from other English classes you ’ve taken in

the past as we explore and analyze language , argumentation , logic , and

style in order to gain a deeper understanding of specific choices made

in the author ’s craft .

 

In this class , we use a textbook called Language and Composition : The

Art of Voice .  We will get to that book later .  First , you will need a copy

of Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass .  Copies are available in

library for first come first serve .  Also , open source is available here :

https ://www .gutenberg .org/files/23/23-h/23-h .htm

THE TASKS BELOW WILL BE DUE ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS:
 
1.    READ NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS AND BE
PREPARED FOR A DISCUSSION AND/OR COMPREHENSION/READING
CHECK ASSESSMENT.
 
2.    STUDY THESE “AP LANG TERMS TO KNOW” BY CANYON2007 ON
QUIZLET- HTTPS://QUIZLET.COM/_6SWY94
 
3.    COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TWO ESSAYS AFTER READING THE
NOVELLA. YOU WILL WANT TO INCORPORATE SEVERAL OF THE
VOCABULARY TERMS FROM THE QUIZLET LIST INTO ESSAY PROMPT
TWO. THE ESSAYS WILL BE LOADED INTO TURNITIN.COM, A
PLAGIARISM-CHECKER, OF THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL.
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Prompt  One- Argument

 

Douglass believes his success is due , at least in part , to “kind

providence .”  In a well-organized essay , argue the characteristics that

allow success . Use examples from your readings , studies , or experience

to develop your argument .

 

 Prompt  Two- Analysis

 

Rhetors (public speakers or writers) confront the challenge of

rendering sensory impressions in words , as in Chapter 2 of Narrative of

the Life of Frederick Douglass . Read the passage starting with “The

slaves selected to go to the Great House Farm , for the monthly

allowance for themselves and their fellow-slaves…” and ending with …

as the singing of a slave ; the songs of the one and of the other are

prompted by the same emotion” carefully . Then , write a well-organized

essay in which you analyze how the senses are described and what uses

the author makes of them in this text .

MR. ANDERSON- CANDERSON@ORANGEUSD.ORG
MR. HECK- DHECK@ORANGEUSD.ORG

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU!
 


